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Understanding the chemical interactions that occur in
complex natural systems is fundamental to their management.
In this work, the distribution of cadmium in the presence of
phthalic acid (H2Lp), ferrihydrite, and bacteria cells (Comamonas
spp., heat killed) was measured and modeled for systems
with incrementally increasing complexity. In binary systems,
cadmium adsorption onto bacteria or ferrihydrite was accurately
predicted using the nonelectrostatic four site model (NFSM)
and the diffuse layer model (DLM), respectively. Phthalic acid
(0.6 mM) enhanced Cd2+ adsorption onto ferrihydrite (due
tosurfaceternarycomplexformation)but inhibitedCd2+adsorption
onto bacteria to the same extent as predicted by Cd-phthalate
solution complex formation constants, implying no significant
surface ternary interaction occurred in this system. In
Cd-ferrihydrite-bacteria systems, Cd2+ adsorption was up to
10% lower than that predicted by additive adsorption onto
the pure phases which suggests that an interaction between
ferrihydrite and the bacteria is occupying or masking adsorption
sites. By adding a generic reaction to the model for the
interaction between ferrihydrite and the bacteria, the adsorption
of Cd2+ onto Comamonas spp.-ferrihydrite was accurately
predicted and Cd2+ distribution and speciation in systems
containing ferrihydrite, Comamonas spp., and H2Lp could be
predicted.

Introduction
Trace metal speciation in aquatic environments is inherently
complex due to the large number of possible interactions
with dissolved and particulate components. Trace metal
speciation is influenced by the formation of solution
complexes with inorganic and organic ligands and by the
formation of complexes on the surfaces of mineral particles
(such as iron oxides) and bacteria (1, 2). Understanding the
interactions that occur in complex natural systems is
important in predicting the fate and transport of trace metals

and is a prerequisite for the effective management of aquatic
and soil resources that are impacted by trace metals.

Spectroscopic studies have shown that metal adsorption
onto iron oxides occurs through inner-sphere coordination
(3, 4) while ligands are generally considered to form a mix
of both inner and outer-sphere complexes (5, 6). In ternary
metal-ligand-iron oxide systems, the ligand can either
inhibit metal adsorption (by forming stable solution com-
plexes) or promote metal adsorption (by forming surface
ternary complexes) depending on the conditions (7). Ternary
complexes involving an inner-sphere adsorbed metal with
the ligand bound to the metal by an inner- or outer-sphere
connection have been identified for Cd2+-phthalate-
goethite and Pb2+-SO4

2--goethite (8, 9).
Bacteria can present a significant reactive surface for metal

ion adsorption due to their large surface area-to-volume ratio
and various surface functional groups. Spectroscopic and
modeling studies have shown that a discrete number of
different functional groups are responsible for Cd2+ sorption
onto many different bacterial strains (2, 10-12). In contrast,
the interaction of ligands with bacterial surfaces is considered
to involve a hydrophobic attraction between a fully proto-
nated ligand and the cell membrane (13, 14). Metal adsorption
onto bacteria-iron oxide mixtures depends on the relative
proportion of bacteria in the composites but is typically less
than expected from adding adsorption onto the pure phases
because of surface sites being masked by the interaction
between the bacteria and iron oxides (15-19).

Surface complexation modeling has been widely and
successfully used to describe sorption in increasingly complex
systems. In this work, the diffuse layer model (DLM) was
used to describe sorption onto ferrihydrite, for reasons
previously described (7), while a nonelectrostatic four site
model (NFSM) was used to describe sorption onto bacterial
surfaces (12, 20, 21). The application of surface complexation
modeling to describe metal speciation in systems containing
both an iron oxide and bacteria is only in its infancy (22),
and the influence of an organic ligand on metal speciation
in such systems has not been previously reported.

The objective of this study was to elucidate metal
speciation and distribution in a complex biogeochemical
system by incrementally increasing the complexity from
simple binary systems up to quaternary systems containing
a trace metal, organic ligand, iron oxide, and bacteria.
Comparing experimental and model results, as complexity
is incrementally increased, provides qualitative and quan-
titative insights into interactions between the system’s
components that affect trace metal distribution. The study
system used Cd2+, phthalic acid, ferrihydrite, and the Gram-
negative bacteria Comamonas spp.

Materials and Methods
Materials. All solutions, except the bacterial growth broths,
were made from analytical grade reagents and 18 MΩ cm
water that had been degassed with N2 to remove CO2.
Ferrihydrite (two-line) was synthesized from ferric nitrate
and characterized as previously described (7). The bacterial
strain Comamonas spp. was isolated from an aerobic
activated sludge sample collected from the Rosedale waste-
water treatment plant in Auckland, New Zealand. It was
identified using 16S rDNA sequencing as a member of
Comamonas spp., with 99.8% identity to Comamonas strain
DJ12 (accession number AY600616.1). Comamonas spp. was
cultured in trypticase soy broth supplemented with 0.5%
(V/V) yeast extract.
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A bacterial cell stock suspension was prepared by washing
cells five times in 0.01 M NaNO3 as described by Borrok et
al. (12). To avoid H2Lp metabolism, Comamonas spp. were
killed at 70 °C for 15 min. Death was confirmed using the
LIVE/DEAD BacLight Bacterial Viability Kit (Molecular
Probes). The bacteria stock suspension in 0.01 M NaNO3 was
prepared by vortex mixing for ∼1 min until a homogeneous
suspension was observed. Unless stated, the bacterial cell
concentration is expressed on a wet weight basis and the
ratio of wet/dry weight was 5.4. Ferrihydrite-Comamonas
spp. mixed suspensions were prepared by adding washed
bacterial cell stock suspension to a ferrihydrite suspension
with thorough stirring.

Adsorption Experiments. Acid-base titrations of bac-
terial cell suspensions used the method of Borrok et al. (12).
Titrations were conducted under N2(g) using an autotitrator
with a drift value of 2 mV min-1. The electrode was calibrated
by titrating the electrolyte. The pH was lowered to 2.5 prior
to titrating the suspension with 0.114 M NaOH. To measure
adsorption, a batch Comamonas spp. or ferrihydrite-
Comamonas spp. suspension was distributed to centrifuge
tubes, H2Lp and/or Cd2+ (as Cd(NO3)2 solution) was added,
the pH was adjusted to yield a pH range, and samples were
equilibrated on an end-over-end mixer for 72 h. This was
sufficient for equilibration in all systems. The reported pH
was then measured; samples were filtered with a 0.2 µm
cellulose acetate membrane filter, and the dissolved Cd2+

and H2Lp were analyzed as previously described (7). The
change in pH over the equilibration time was, in all cases,
less than 1 pH unit. Identical experiments with no sorbents
showed no Cd2+ loss at the pH values of this work (pH < 8).

Modeling Adsorption. The DLM was used to model
adsorption onto ferrihydrite using the parameters of Dzom-
bak and Morel (1) including the surface area (600 m2 g-1) and
the site densities for high and low cation affinity sites,
respectively, [≡FesOH])0.005 mol (mol Fe)-1 and [≡FewOH]
)0.2 mol (mol Fe)-1. Surface pKA’s of both site types (≡FexOH)
were 7.29 and 8.93, and log K’s for the formation of the species
≡FesOCd+, ≡FewOCd+, ≡FexHLp

0, and ≡FexLp
- were 0.22,

-2.90, 15.85, and 10.23, respectively, while the log K’s for the
formation of the ternary complexes ≡FesOHCdLp and
≡FewOHCdLp were 9.86 and 7.56 (1, 7). The NFSM (12) was
used to model sorption onto bacterial cells using the
components RA-, RB-, RC-, and RD- to represent four
Comamonas spp. surface sites. All bacterial surface species
had activity coefficients set to 1. The point of zero charge
(PZC) of a bacterial surface is typically at pH < 2 where cell
damage occurs, so the total H+ concentration is not known
and is an optimized parameter (23). Sorption constants were
optimized in FITEQL as previously described (7). The initial
estimates for bacteria proton sorption parameters were from
Borrok et al. (12). The precise values did not influence the
result, but log K’s needed to span a similar range of values
for convergence. All modeling was performed at a fixed ionic
strength, and all equilibrium constants were reported at an
ionic strength of zero. Data sets and replicates were fitted
separately, and weighted averages and 95% confidence
intervals were calculated (1). All model curves presented
use weighted average values. Solution equilibrium constants
were from Gustaffson (24), and solution activity coefficients
were calculated with the Davies equation.

Results and Discussion
Adsorption onto Comamonas spp. The titration data for
Comamonas spp. are given in Figure 1a with the modeled
results calculated using previously reported parameters and
the values from this study. The parameters from the “universal
model” (25) overestimated the titration data from this work
at pH < 7 and underestimated the data at pH > 7. The
Comamonas spp. data were accurately modeled using the

parameters (Table 1) optimized from the data. The proton
adsorption constants determined from this work are reason-
ably close to previous reported values obtained using the
same model. The value of 3.16 for log KRHA from this work
is within the reported average values while log KRBH, log KRCH,
and log KRDH are approximately half a log unit higher than
the reported ranges. Bacterial surface site densities are
typically between 2.0 × 10-5 and 10.0 × 10-5 mol g-1,
indicating the variety in functional group densities on various
bacterial surfaces. All Comamonas spp. site densities were
within the reported range of values(one standard deviation.
The weighted average Comamonas spp. values from this work
were used to model Cd2+ speciation in all systems with
bacteria.

Cadmium adsorption onto Comamonas spp. follows a
gradual sigmoid curve over 4 to 5 pH units (Figure 1b) shifting
to higher pH as the Cd(T)/Comamonas spp. ratio increases.
This is typical of Cd2+ biosorption (2, 11, 20, 26) and contrasts
with Cd2+ adsorption onto ferrihydrite that increases from
zero to 100% over ≈2 pH units (1) which indicates a higher
degree of site heterogeneity at the bacteria surface. The NFSM
was used to model Cd2+ adsorption data using the species
given in Table 1. The weighted average log KRACd+ of 3.11 is
in close agreement with the cited values, while the values for
log KRBCd+, log KRCCd+, and log KRDCd+ are higher than the
reported values. It is known that Cd2+ biosorption behavior
can vary between different bacterial species. For example,
a comparison of 89 µM Cd2+ adsorption onto 10 g L-1 Bacillus
subtilis, Bacillus licheniformis (26), and Comamonas spp. at
I ) 0.01 M showed that the bacteria exhibited affinity for
Cd2+ in the following order Comamonas spp.> Bacillus subtilis
>Bacillus licheniformis. In contrast, the parameters derived
from this work for Comamonas spp. can accurately model
Cd2+ adsorption onto Pseudomonas putida and Pseudomonas
mendocina (20), which are Gram-negative like Comamonas
spp. It has been observed that there is a wide range of bacteria
that exhibit similar proton and metal adsorption behavior,
and the metal adsorption onto these bacterial cells can be
reasonably well modeled using only one set of averaged
parameters for site densities and adsorption constants (2, 12).
However, this does not deny the existence of bacteria with
significantly different adsorption behavior (21).

Most reported Cd2+ biosorption has used a limited range
of metal(T)/bacteria ratios from 5 to 27 µmol g-1 (2, 10, 14,
26-28). In our work, Cd2+ adsorption onto Comamonas spp.
was determined with Cd(T)/bacteria ratios ranging from 0.65
to 32.4 µmol g-1. Using the H+ and Cd2+ adsorption constants
derived from the experimental data in this work, cadmium
adsorption onto Comamonas spp. was reasonably well
reproduced over a wide range of Cd(T)/bacteria ratios and
pH values (Figure 1b). While there have been some spec-
troscopic studies of Cd2+ sorption by bacteria, the distribution
of Cd2+ between the different model sites should be viewed
as an average description of the surface rather than providing
specific mechanistic information. In addition, no attempt
was made to model bacteria sorption data with less site types
because the objective of the study was to apply the existing
generally accepted model to a complex system, rather than
to simplify the model.

Experiments with Comamonas spp. showed that H2Lp

adsorption was only observed at pH less than 3 with ≈7%
H2Lp absorbed at pH 2. It has been proposed that organic
acid adsorption onto bacterial cells is determined by the
balance between electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.
When an organic acid is fully protonated and, therefore,
uncharged (i.e., pH , pKA1), the hydrophobic interaction
between the organic acid and bacterial surface dominates
the adsorption. With increasing pH, both the organic acid
and the bacterial surface become more negatively charged,
and absorption is observed to decrease due to the increasing
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significant contribution of the columbic repulsion (13, 14).
For example, EDTA and 2,4,6-trichlorophenol adsorption
onto Bacillus subtilis became significant as the pH decreased

below the pKA1 values of 1.9 and 6.0, respectively. Phthalic
acid behaved in a similar way; its sorption onto Comamonas
spp. only became significant at pH < 3 where H2Lp was fully

FIGURE 1. Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines) adsorption onto Commamonas spp. from 0.01 M NaNO3 (a) proton adsorption,
(b) Cd2+ adsorption in the absence of H2Lp, and (c) Cd2+ adsorption in the absence and presence of H2Lp. Model results use the
weighted average values from Table 1.

TABLE 1. Optimization of Site Densities (RX-) and Log K’s for Proton Sorption (log K(RXH)) and Cd2+ Sorption (log K(RXCd+)a

on Bacterial Surface Sites RX- where X = A, B, C, or Db

site name site A site B site C site D

log K(RXH) (CI)c 3.16 (3.07, 3.25) 5.33 (5.16, 5.50) 7.24 (7.15, 7.32) 9.76 (9.75, 9.77)
log K(RXH) (σ)d 3.12 ((0.13) 4.70 ((0.11) 6.57 ((0.17) 8.99 ((0.21)
log K(RXH) (σ)e 3.1 ((0.3) 4.8 ((0.2) 6.7 ((0.1) 9.2 ((0.3)
log K(RXH) (σ)f 2.84 ((0.37) 4.68 ((0.13) 6.33 ((0.14) 9.16 ((0.11)
log K(RXH) (σ)g 3.1 4.7 6.6 9.0
TOT (RX-) (CI)c 9.17 (6.86, 11.47) 6.55 (5.77, 7.32) 2.04 (1.88, 2.20) 7.35 (6.39, 8.31)
TOT (RX-) (σ)d 6.65 ((1.96) 6.78 ((2.65) 3.68 ((1.71) 4.47 ((2.19)
TOT (RX-) (σ)e 10.0 ((1.7) 9.0 ((3.0) 4.6 ((1.8) 6.1 ((2.3)
TOT (RX-) (σ)f 8.71 ((4.28) 9.09 ((0.92) 4.83 ((0.69) 4.40 ((0.39)
TOTX (σ)g 11.0 ((7) 9.1 ((3.8) 5.3 ((2.1) 6.6 ((3.0)
log K(RXCd+) (CI)c 3.11 (2.64, 3.57) 4.46 (4.35, 4.58) 6.21h 8.21 (7.76, 8.66)
log (RXCd+) (σ)d 2.83 ((0.30) 2.70 ((0.47) 3.95 ((0.22) 5.22 ((0.40)
log (RXCd+) (σ)e 2.4 ((0.4) 3.2 ((0.1) 4.4 ((0.1) 5.3 ((0.1)
log (RXCd+)f NA 3.77 5.30 NA

a The adsorption reactions are RX- + H+ T RXH0 and RX- + Cd2+ T RXCd+. b Data sets are given in Figure 1. Site
densities are expressed in ×10-5 mol per gram bacteria. The log K values are given for I ) 0 as a weighted average. The
standard deviation (σ) or 95% confidence intervals (CI) are in parentheses when available. c I ) 0.01 M NaNO3. This work.
d Natural bacteria consortia, I ) 0.1 M NaClO4, ref 12. e Thermus thermophilus, Flavobacterium aquatile, and
Flavobacterium hibernum, I ) 0.1 M NaClO4, ref 21. f Pseudomonas putida, I ) 0.01 M NaClO4, ref 20. g Universal surface
complexation model, ref 25. h Only one value so no confidence interval was given.
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protonated (pKA1 of H2Lp is 2.95). Because all Cd2+ adsorption
in this study was at pH > 3, H2Lp adsorption onto Comamonas
spp. was not included in the modeling.

The effect of 0.6 mM H2Lp on Cd2+ adsorption by
Comamonas spp. was measured for 1.78 µM Cd(T) and either
0.055 or 0.275 g L-1 Comamonas spp. (Figure 1c). The presence
of H2Lp(T) was found to inhibit Cd2+ adsorption due to the
formation of aqueous Cd-Lp solution complexes. Other
organic acids were found to decrease Cd2+ adsorption onto
bacteria. For example, 1 mM EDTA (a much stronger ligand
than H2Lp) diminished Cd2+ (0.1 mM) adsorption onto 10 g
L-1 Bacillus subtilis from 100% to nearly zero in the pH range
of 3-8 (14). Cadmium adsorption onto Comamonas spp. in
the presence of H2Lp was accurately predicted using the
Cd2+ biosorption parameters and the formation constants
for Cd2+ and H2Lp solution complexes, indicating that no
significant surface ternary interaction occurred between Cd2+,
H2Lp, and Comamonas spp. Between pH 6 and 7, ap-
proximately 40% of the solution Cd2+ is present as the neutral
Cd-Lp solution complex and the results indicate that
hydrophobic interactions with this complex and the cell
membrane do not contribute to Cd2+ sorption.

Sorption in Comamonas spp.-Ferrihydrite Ternary
Systems. The results for Cd2+ adsorption by a mix of
ferrihydrite and bacterial cells are given in Figure 2. As the
ratio of ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp. decreased from 10 to
0.2, the shape of the adsorption edge changed from being
like that of ferrihydrite (going from ≈0 to 100% over 2 pH
units) to a shape similar to Cd2+ adsorption onto bacteria
(going from ≈0 to 100% over 4 pH units). If the system is
modeled by simply combining the parameters for Cd2+

adsorption onto ferrihydrite and Comamonas spp., adsorp-
tion was overestimated by between ≈5 and 10%, indicating
that Cd2+ adsorption onto bacterial cells and ferrihydrite was
less than the additive result (Figure 2). This observation was
similar to that for Cd2+ adsorption onto ferrihydrite-
Escherichia coli mixtures (16) and Sr2+ adsorption onto
Shewanella alga-ferrihydrite mixtures (29) where less metal
adsorption was observed than predicted using a combination
of the Langmuir sorption parameters for ferrihydrite and
bacteria. On the basis of their modeling approaches and
scanning electron microscope images, it was proposed that
a proportion of surface sites might be made unavailable for
adsorption (masked) due to the interaction between bacterial
cells and ferrihydrite. Similar phenomena were observed

between Shewanella putrefaciens and ferrihydrite (30) and
Gallionella ferruginea and ferrihydrite (31). Parikh and
Chorover (19) examined adhesion of both Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacterial cells onto hematite surfaces
with in situ attenuated total reflectance-FTIR spectroscopy
and proposed interactions between the surface functional
groups of bacterial cells and the hematite surface.

Bacteria-ferrihydrite suspensions have been prepared
either by adding bacterial cells into a ferric solution before
the precipitation of ferrihydrite (16, 29) or by adding bacteria
into an already precipitated ferrihydrite suspension (19, 30).
The interactions between bacteria and ferrihydrite are
expected to be greater in the first method because it has
been found necessary for ferric ions to sorb onto the bacterial
surface before ferrihydrite precipitation to get a significant
ferrihydrite precipitation on the bacterial surface (16, 29). In
our work, bacteria were added after ferrihydrite precipitation;
therefore, the interaction between ferrihydrite and bacteria
was probably less significant and had a smaller influence on
Cd2+ adsorption than if bacteria were added before ferri-
hydrite precipitation.

The main modeling approaches that have attempted to
quantitatively describe metal adsorption onto bacteria-iron
oxide mixtures have used the Langmuir equation (16, 29, 31)
and are, therefore, not able to predict metal speciation for
changing solution conditions such as pH. Fein (32) suggested
that surface complexation modeling could be used to quantify
adsorption in bacteria-water-rock systems. Yee and Fein
(22) used surface complexation modeling to predict Cd2+

speciation in a bacteria-ferrihydrite complex system by
combining adsorption reactions and thermodynamic stability
constants for Cd2+ adsorption onto bacteria and ferrihydrite.
However, there was no experimental data provided in their
work, and interactions between bacteria and ferrihydrite were
not taken into account.

The interactions between ferrihydrite and Comamonas
spp. had a fairly minor influence on Cd2+ adsorption, so
modeling the interaction required a general approach. Several
reactions with various combinations of bacterial surface sites
binding to a ferrihydrite surface site were explored to fit the
data. All combinations examined could fit individual data
sets, but the combination given in Equations 1 and 2
described the effects of the ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp.
interaction on Cd2+ adsorption consistently across all
data sets. Values for log K(≡Fes(ABCD)0.25

0 ) and log
K(≡Few(ABCD)0.25

0 ) optimized from the experimental data are
shown in Table 2.

Only a value for log K(≡Fes(ABCD)0.25
0 ) could be optimized

from the data with a ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp. ratio of
10. In this case, the ferrihydrite high Cd2+ affinity sites are
much more important than the low Cd2+ affinity sites because
the Cd(T)/Fe ratio was 0.0016 and ferrihydrite was the
dominant sorbing phase. Therefore, it is the masking of
the ferrihydrite high affinity sites by Comamonas spp. that
is causing the lowering of Cd2+ adsorption due to the
interaction between ferrihydrite and Comamonas spp. Only
log K(≡Few(ABCD)0.25

0 ) could be optimized from the data with
a ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp. ratio of 1 or 0.2. With the
decrease in ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp., the bacteria
dominate Cd2+ adsorption. Under these conditions, it is the
low affinity ferrihydrite sites masking the bacterial sites that
decreased Cd2+ adsorption. The model prediction of Cd2+

FIGURE 2. Experimental (solid symbols) and modeled (lines)
results for Cd2+ sorption onto Comamonas spp. and ferrihydrite
mixtures. Lines with open symbols are the model results that did
not include the terms for the bacteria-ferrihydrite interaction.
Lines with no symbols include the terms for the bacteria-
ferrihydrite interaction. I ) 0.01 M NaNO3. FH/bacteria is the
ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp. ratio on a dry weight basis.

≡FesOH + 0.25RA- + 0.25RB- + 0.25RC- + 0.25RD- +
H+ T Fes(ABCD)0.25

0 + H2O (1)

≡FewOH + 0.25RA- + 0.25RB- + 0.25RC- + 0.25RD- +
H+ T Few(ABCD)0.25

0 + H2O (2)
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distribution in the mixed systems is reasonably accurate when
the interactions between ferrihydrite and bacteria are
included. To our knowledge, this is the first surface com-
plexation modeling approach to describe the effect of the
interactions between bacteria and iron oxides on metal
distribution in a bacteria-mineral oxide system. An equi-
librium approach implies reversibility which can not be
determined from the small shift in Cd2+ distribution in this
study but is consistent with ATR-FTIR data showing a
bacterial phosphate group adsorbing on the iron oxide (19).
Further research work is warranted to gain more insight into
the interaction between bacteria and mineral oxides. Experi-
ments with live bacteria showed identical Cd2+ distribution
for Comamonas spp.-ferrihydrite systems (within experi-
mental error) but less adsorption for Comamonas spp. with
no ferrihydrite (data not shown). Heat killing has been shown
to increase or decrease metal adsorption depending on the
conditions (33).

Sorption in Comamonas spp.-Ferrihydrite-H2Lp Qua-
ternary Systems. Cadmium adsorption in quaternary systems
involving ferrihydrite, H2Lp, and heat-killed Comamonas spp.
was examined for two quaternary systems that differed in
the amount of bacteria present. In one system (QS1),
ferrihydrite was the dominant adsorbing phase while in the
other system (QS2) Comamonas spp. dominated Cd2+

adsorption. The results for these two systems are given in
Figures 3 and 4, along with Cd2+ adsorption in the relevant
binary and ternary systems. Cadmium adsorption and
speciation was modeled by taking the following reactions
into account: Cd-ferrihydrite surface complexes (1),
H2Lp-ferrihydrite complexes and H2Lp-Cd-ferrihydrite
complexes (7), Cd-Comamonas spp. complexes, and reac-
tions to describe the interactions between ferrihydrite and
Comamonas spp. (Tables 1 and 2).

Figure 3 shows the results in QS1 (where ferrihydrite was
the dominant adsorbing phase). The two binary systems
shown in Figure 3 are Cd2+ adsorption onto ferrihydrite and
Cd2+ adsorption onto Comamonas spp. In these systems,
bacteria absorbed more Cd2+ than ferrihydrite at pH < 6.2
even though there was 10 times more ferrihydrite than
Comamonas spp. on a dry weight basis. More Cd2+ adsorption
was observed on ferrihydrite at pH > 6.2. The presence of
H2Lp had opposite effects on Cd2+ adsorption onto ferrihydrite
and onto Comamonas spp. While Cd2+ adsorption onto
ferrihydrite was significantly enhanced in the presence of
H2Lp due to the surface ferrihydrite-Cd-H2Lp complex
formation (7), H2Lp inhibited Cd2+ adsorption onto Coma-
monas spp. due to the formation of solution complexes
between Cd2+ and H2Lp and the apparent lack of a surface
ternary complex.

Compared to binary Cd-ferrihydrite systems, the pres-
ence of Comamonas spp. in ternary Cd-ferrihydrite-
Comamonas spp. systems did not notably contribute to
increased Cd2+ adsorption due to the high ferrihydrite-

Comamonas spp. (dry weight) ratio of 10. Slightly more Cd2+

adsorption was observed at pH < 6 for the ferrihydrite with
Comamonas spp. systems because at low pH Comamonas
spp. dominates Cd2+ surface speciation, as shown in the two
binary systems. The presence of ferrihydrite actually inhibited
adsorption by Comamonas spp. at pH < 6 due to the
interaction between bacteria and ferrihydrite. In ferrihydrite-
bacteria systems, the observed Cd2+ adsorption is the total
result of bacterial biosorption and the effects of the interaction
between bacteria and ferrihydrite.

Compared to all related binary and ternary systems (Figure
3), cadmium adsorption in QS1 was enhanced under most
conditions, except for a slight decrease at higher pH compared
to that in H2Lp-Cd-ferrihydrite ternary systems. Cadmium
adsorption in QS1 is similar to that in the ferrihydrite-
Cd-H2Lp ternary system with a slight increase at pH < 6, but
QS1 is quite different from other binary or ternary systems.
Of all the effects in the quaternary system, it is the ≡FeOCd+

and ≡FeOHCdLp
0 surface complexes that dominated Cd2+

surface species (Figure 3b).

TABLE 2. Optimization of LogK Values for Surface Interaction between Comamonas spp. and Ferrihydritea

ferrihydrite/bacteria
(dry weight ratio)

Comamonas spp.
(g L-1, wet weight)

logK
≡Fes(ABCD)0.25

0
logK

≡Few(ABCD)0.25
0 WSOSd/DF

10 0.055 13.35 (0.082) 10.77c 2.83
2 0.275 12.33 (0.18)b 10.03 (0.52)b 1.38
1 0.55 12.99c 10.67 (0.087) 7.13

0.2 2.75 12.99c 11.27 (0.087) 7.02
weighted average

(95% confidence interval) 12.99 (8.61, 17.37) 10.77 (9.92, 11.62)
a Data sets are in Figure 2. Ferrihydrite ) 0.1 g L-1, Cd(T) ) 1.78 µM, I ) 0.01 M NaNO3. The logK values are given for I )

0 (with standard deviations in parentheses). b Fixed at 0.15 to calculate the weighted average when the actual value is
larger than 0.15, ref 1. c No convergence of this value so the value was fixed at the weighted average for consistency. d The
weighted sum of the squares of residuals divided by the degrees of freedom.

FIGURE 3. (a) Experimental (symbols) and modeled (lines)
results for Cd2+ sorption in various systems. (b) Cd2+ speciation
in quaternary system QS1. I ) 0.01 M NaNO3, ferrihydrite )
0.1 g L-1, H2Lp(T) ) 0.6 mM, Cd(T) ) 1.78 µM. Bacteria wet and
dry weights are 0.055 and 0.01 g L-1, respectively.
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The significance of the bacterial surface absorbing
Cd2+ can be more clearly observed by decreasing the
ferrihydrite-Comamonas spp. (dry weight) ratio from 10 to
2 (Figure 4). In this case, adsorption in the binary system
with Comamonas spp. was substantially greater than with
ferrihydrite at pH < 7. This indicates that 0.05 g L-1 (dry
weight) Comamonas spp. can accumulate more Cd2+ than
0.1 g L-1 ferrihydrite, particularly at pH < 6.5. Adding H2Lp

inhibited Cd2+ adsorption by Comamonas spp. but enhanced
Cd2+ adsorption onto ferrihydrite so that Cd2+ adsorption in
the presence of H2Lp was greater on ferrihydrite than
Comamonas spp. at pH > 6. In all systems with ferrihydrite,
the addition of 0.275 g L-1 Comamonas spp. significantly
enhanced Cd2+ sorption over the investigated pH range
(Figure 4a), indicating that the bacterial cells are important
absorbent particularly at a lower pH range. The effect of
adding H2Lp to the Comamonas spp.-ferrihydrite mixtures
was much lower with 0.275 g L-1 than 0.055 g L-1 Comamonas
sp. This is because the ferrihydrite surface, on which the
ferrihydrite-Cd-Lp complexes form, is less important with
0.275 g L-1 Comamonas sp. The net effect of these complex
interactions is that Cd2+ adsorption in the quaternary systems
with 0.275 g L-1 Comamonas spp. is only slightly greater
than that with 0.055 g L-1 Comamonas spp. This is in contrast
to all systems that did not have both H2Lp and ferrihydrite
in which Cd2+ adsorption was substantially greater with 0.275
g L-1 rather than with 0.055 g L-1 Comamonas sp.

It is worth considering the effect of ferrihydrite on Cd2+

biosorption. Compared to Cd-bacteria binary systems, the
presence of ferrihydrite decreased Cd2+ adsorption at pH
less than ∼6 but increased adsorption at pH over ∼6. The
effects of ferrihydrite on Cd2+ sorption were due to two
processes. On the one hand, ferrihydrite can mask bacterial

surface sites through the ferrihydrite-bacteria interaction
which would diminish Cd2+ adsorption. On the other hand,
ferrihydrite tends to increase Cd2+ sorption directly through
Cd-ferrihydrite surface complexes. The former effect is more
significant at lower pH but less significant at higher pH. The
latter effect is more significant at higher pH.

The ability of the model parameters to predict Cd2+

distribution in the quaternary system demonstrates that the
model can provide insight into the processes that determine
soluble and particulate metal species in complex bio-
geochemical environments. Iron oxides, bacteria, organic
ligands, and metal ions are ubiquitous in natural environ-
ments and many engineered water treatment systems. Either
bacteria or iron oxide can dominate metal adsorption
(depending on the conditions), and the effect of organic
ligands depends not only on the ligand but also on which phase
dominates metal adsorption. The management of water treat-
ment systems, especially those using iron oxides and bacteria-
bearing activated sludge, can benefit from elucidating the
interactions occurring between the components.
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